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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In June, 2017, the City of New Westminster (the “City”) introduced a 

Heritage Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. While 

doing so, it stated its intention to proceed with “incentives” for those 

buildings which were “protected” through this action.  

 

This Discussion Paper has been prepared at the request of the City to 

identify possible incentives for Queen’s Park and to provide examples 

from other jurisdictions. Based upon public input received during the 

HCA process, the term “benefits” is being used as an alternative to 

“incentives”. This terminology reflects the fact that heritage protection 

has already occurred and that it is now benefits for the owners of 

protected properties that are being considered. The terms can be viewed 

as interchangeable. 

 

In order to consider possible benefits, it is necessary to understand the 

legislation and tools that municipalities work with regarding heritage 

protection, design control and benefits.  This Paper begins with that 

legislative context in Chapter II. 

 

It is also useful to understand the City of New Westminster’s heritage 

conservation efforts in general, before specifically addressing the 

Queen’s Park HCA. Queen’s Park cannot be addressed in complete 

isolation of other heritage conservation efforts. That background is 

provided in Chapter III.  

 

Heritage Conservation regulations are often misunderstood. It is 

important to review the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area 

regulations and policies to understand them and how they compare with 

other municipal HCA’s. This understanding will help assess potential 

heritage benefits and their implementation. This background is 

addressed in Chapter IV. 

 

Chapter V reviews other municipalities to compare how those Heritage 

Conservation Areas have been implemented and what, if any, benefits 

are offered.  

 

Chapter VI then draws on that previous material to identify possible 

benefits for the Queens Park HCA and how they might be implemented.  
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II. HERITAGE LEGISLATION CONTEXT 
 

Municipalities function through the authority of, and within the 

limitations of, the Provincial Government through enabling legislation.  

 

While municipal zoning authority goes back to 1925, heritage legislation 

is relatively new. It evolved in response to public interest in protecting 

important heritage resources (usually buildings) in the 1960’s and 

1970’s. In the absence of legislative authority, one of the only options 

municipalities had to protect heritage buildings was to acquire them. 

Buildings were then often put to some public use, such as a museum, 

or other cultural use.  One of the earliest examples of this is the Irving 

House that New Westminster acquired in 1950 and made into a 

museum. Protection through acquisition is, however, not a viable 

solution for managing a larger heritage program.  

 

In Vancouver, when Gastown and parts of Chinatown were threatened 

with numerous demolitions, the Province acted on the City’s request and 

used its authority to protect that historic district in 1971. This was the 

first time an area-wide protection tool was employed in B.C.  

 

Heritage Conservation Act (1979-1994) 

In 1979, the Province of B.C. introduced a new Heritage Conservation 

Act.  It allowed municipalities to identify heritage resources through a 

Heritage Inventory. A Heritage Advisory Committee was provided for to 

assist in Heritage Conservation efforts. Municipalities were given the 

power to protect individual buildings through a Heritage Designation 

Bylaw. Municipal heritage programs soon typically included: 

• Heritage Advisory Committee  

• Heritage Inventory 

• Public Awareness Efforts 

• Monitoring of Heritage Inventory Buildings 

• Heritage Protection (virtually always voluntarily or negotiated) 

• Incentives 

The Heritage Inventory has been an important component of a Heritage 

program since it identifies which resources are considered to have 

heritage merit. This is helpful for property owners, prospective 

purchasers, staff and Council.  Heritage conservation efforts have 

traditionally then focused on those Inventoried sites. Incentives were 
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pursued on an individual basis within the constraints of the Act and 

usually involved special zoning provisions. 

The Province’s Heritage Conservation Act was criticized for a variety of 

reasons.  Three main municipal concerns were that it was not clear 

whether or not compensation was required for designation, interiors 

could not be protected and it did not authorize area-wide protection.  

Local Government Act (1994-present) 

In 1994, new legislation was introduced by the Province.  Municipal 

authority was removed from the Heritage Conservation Act and added 

to the Local Government Act (LGA). This is the legislation that 

municipalities continue to use today.  

Key features of the 1994 LGA amendments included: 

• Community Heritage Commissions: With potentially more 

authority than the previous Heritage Advisory Committees. 

• Heritage Registers: Essentially a more formal Heritage Inventory, 

properties listed a Register are considered heritage property, but are 

not protected. They are linked to monitoring, assessment, and 

municipal authority for possible heritage protection.  Inclusion in a 

Register make a property eligible for potential benefits including 

Building Code relaxations. Inclusion in the Register itself does not 

protect the building. 

• Heritage Designation Bylaw: An expanded form of protection by 

Bylaw. More process was added and compensation was now required 

for a “reduction in the market value of the designated property”. 

Notice on the Title of the land was required. 

• Heritage Conservation Covenant: An agreement between the 

City and owner that is registered on the Title to the land. It can 

protect a property, require upgrades, etc. This is also registered on 

the Title of the land. 

• Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA): A new tool that could 

protect a property, secure building upgrades, vary the Zoning Bylaw, 

and provide other incentives. It requires the support of both the 

owner and City and is approved by bylaw. HRA’s are registered on 

the Title of the land. 

• Heritage Conservation Areas (HCA): A new tool that could 

protect heritage buildings and/or effect design control on an area-

wide basis. No compensation is required. Protection is provided for 
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through a listing of specific properties (called a “Schedule”) that 

requires notice on Title of each parcel. 

• Heritage Alteration Permits: A new tool used to approve 

modifications to protected heritage sites. They can be used to modify 

some Zoning standards, but not use or density. 

Other legislation also makes reference to heritage. For example, the 

Community Charter includes provisions for heritage property tax 

exemptions. The new heritage legislation did not have the intended 

effects in a number of municipalities, including New Westminster.   

 

III. NEW WESTMINSTER HERITAGE PROGRAM BACKGROUND 
 

New Westminster has a very rich history with an ample stock of heritage 

buildings. The community is understandably very proud of its heritage 

and was one of the first municipalities to become active in heritage 

conservation. In 1976, the New Westminster Heritage Preservation 

Society (NWHPS) was formed by community heritage advocates.  

The City established a Heritage Advisory Committee in 1979, shortly 

after the new Heritage Conservation Act was introduced. The Heritage 

Advisory Committee undertook the creation of a Heritage Inventory in 
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1984.  The result was a four volume Heritage Inventory that included 

approximately 900 sites, completed in 1986 and last updated in 1990.  

The Queen’s Park portion of the Heritage Inventory (Volume 2) was last 

updated in 1989.  The Albert Crescent Heritage Inventory (Supplement 

to Volume 2) also included properties in the Queen’s Park area. In total, 

410 sites that were listed in previous Heritage Inventory are now located 

within the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (see map above). 

The Queen’s Park area has been considered a significant heritage district 

for many decades, which resulted in the installation of neighbourhood 

gateway signs and other heritage conservation efforts. 

In 1992, the New Westminster Heritage Foundation (1992) was 

established as a joint initiative of the City and the New Westminster 

Heritage Preservation Society. Its purpose is to provide grants in 

support of the restoration/upgrade of protected heritage buildings. 

Residential Heritage Building Grants of up to $10,000 and 50% of the 

project cost were made available. The Foundation is funded jointly by 

the City through the New Westminster Heritage Endowment Fund and 

New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society. The grant program 

remains active today. 

By 1993, a variety of heritage conservation efforts had been undertaken 

and 14 buildings were protected city-wide. In late 1993, the City Council 

received a major study entitled “New Westminster Heritage 

Management Plan” intended to provide a comprehensive review of the 

City’s Heritage Program and a direction for an enhanced effort that 

would coincide with new Provincial heritage legislation. A wide range of 

actions and policies were recommended that included area-wide 

protections, design controls, incentives, and tree protection. The 

preparation of a new Heritage Inventory/data base was also 

recommended since the previous Heritage Inventory (1989/90) was 

considered to be out of date. 

In considering both the new legislation and Heritage Management Plan 

report, Council did not embrace the proposed approach. The previous 

Heritage Inventory was not updated and not transformed into a new 

Heritage Registrer. While the Inventory is no longer maintained, it 

remains a resource that is accessible at City Hall, in the City Library and 

online through the City GIS mapping function.   

In 1997, the City rejuvenated its heritage efforts by creating a 

Community Heritage Commission.  A Heritage Register began to be used 
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on a voluntary basis, with the City paying to have a Statement of 

Significance prepared by a consultant. Currently there are 

approximately 220 properties listed in the Heritage Register.   

Until recently, the consideration of heritage merit and protection of 

heritage buildings has been dealt with on an individual basis. Protection 

of over 100 residential buildings has been achieved through Heritage 

Designation Bylaws, Heritage Conservation Covenants and Heritage 

Revitalization Agreements (HRA’s). Many of these are in Queen’s Park. 

HRA’s have evolved as the most common tool used in New Westminster. 

HRA’s secure the protection and upgrade of heritage buildings in return 

for enhanced Zoning, all in one document.  

The types of “incentives” commonly achieved in conjunction with 

heritage protection on single family sites include: 

• Increased floor area  

• Siting relaxations 

• Height relaxations 

• Larger Laneway/Carriage 

House 

• Parking relaxations 

• Subdivision 

• Stratification 

• Increased number of 

dwelling units 

• Additional permitted uses

 

These are typically achieved through a Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement and provide Zoning incentives. 

 
  

Figure 1 Queens Park Character House 
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IV. QUEEN’S PARK HERITAGE CONSERVATION AREA BYLAW   
   

Queen’s Park has long been identified as the City’s strongest collection 

of heritage buildings. Heritage districts such as Queen’s Park have a 

prestigious status, even though many homes are quite modest. 

Community interest in protecting this neighbourhood has been 

expressed for many decades. In large part, that is why Queen’s Park 

has not been identified in the Official Community Plan as a location for 

higher density housing, despite its excellent location for such densities.  

 

In 2014, a Queen’s Park Working Group was formed to explore heritage 

conservation efforts. In 2016, they recommended a Heritage 

Conservation Area and Council then expanded their mandate to pursue 

this. A Temporary Control Period (June 2016 to June 2017) was 

established while this was undertaken.  

 

The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Amendment Bylaw No. 

7926 was adopted in July 2017. The Bylaw includes: 

1. Statement of Significance for Queen’s Park 
2. Heritage Conservation Design Guidelines 

3. Demolition and Subdivision Guidelines (Attachment A) 

4. List of Exempted Properties 

5. Special Study Building Characteristics (Attachment B) 

 

Although there is no requirement for compensation in conjunction with 

the adoption of a Heritage Conservation Area under the LGA, Council 

has instructed staff to proceed with the consideration of incentives 

(benefits) for the protected properties.  

 

The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Amendment Bylaw 

recognizes heritage quite broadly as including all buildings built before 

1941. This is similar to the approach recently used in Vancouver for 

building retention efforts (see Appendix D). This approach places value 

on older buildings in general, rather than only the historic architectural 

features of individual heritage buildings. A consequence of this approach 

is that more buildings are included, including buildings that had not 

previously ever been identified as having heritage status (i.e. not in a 

Heritage Inventory or Register).  
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The Queen’s Park HCA includes a total of 694 parcels. Of these, 416 

parcels (60%) are in an “Advanced” category. These are considered 

protected heritage properties. The second category includes 188 

“Limited” buildings (27%) which are not considered to be heritage 

properties. For a temporary period of time, a third category exists called 

“Special Limited”. These are effectively a “to be determined” group of 

85 properties (13%) which may be assigned either Advanced or Limited 

status through further examination in the near future. Inclusion in this 

category was based upon the criterion listed in Attachment B. These 

categories are summarized in the following table. 

 

 

  

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area 

HCA 

Category 

# Protection Alteration & 

Construction 

 

Advanced 

(Pre-1941) 

 

416 

 

Protected from 

demolition unless 

approved by Director 

of Development 

Services (Owner 

may appeal to City 

Council) 

 

Alterations requires a Heritage 

Alteration Permit and 

compliance with the 

“Recommended” or “Acceptable” 

standards of Section B the HCA 

Design Guidelines 

 
 

Limited 

 

188 

 

Not Protected. 

Demolition permits 

will be issued 

 

New construction requires 

Heritage Alteration Permit and 

compliance with Sections A and 

C of the HCA Design Guidelines 

 

 

Special Limited 

 

85 

 

Temporary category 

with buildings to be 

shifted to Advanced 

or Limited pending 

further study.   

 

Protected from 

demolition unless 

approved by Director 

of Development 

Services (Owner 

may appeal to City 

Council) 

 

 

New construction requires 

Heritage Alteration Permit and 

compliance with Sections A and 

C of the HCA Design Guidelines 
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The following map identifies properties by category in the Queen’s 
Park HCA. 
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These categories have been created to reflect the unique Queen’s Park 

situation. Buildings in the Advanced category are considered protected 

since a Heritage Alteration Permit is required for front, side and roof 

areas visible from the street and demolition.  

 

The Director of Development Services has been delegated the authority 

to issue a HAP for alterations and demolition. Appendix 3 of the Heritage 

Conservation Area Bylaw (Attachment A) establishes a policy by which 

demolition and subdivision applications will be considered. This policy is 

also used to review requests to move buildings from the Advanced 

category to the Limited category. The Policy addresses: 

 

• Heritage Character and Merit 

• Development Potential 

• Condition 

If a demolition permit is denied, an owner can appeal to City Council. Of 

note, the Queen’s Park HCA does not include a Schedule of Protected 

Properties, as per the LGA.  This Advanced category has been 

implemented as a lesser standard of heritage “protection” than other 

methods used by the City. It is not considered to be as definitive, nor 

as stringent a form of protection. It provides Council/staff with the 

authority to deny a demolition permit, however it is easier for demolition 

permits to be issued.  

 

A further example of the lesser standard within the HCA is how the HCA 

Design Guidelines are applied. The Design Guidelines have three 

standards of application:  

RECOMMENDED  ACCEPTABLE  NOT RECOMMENDED 

It is only the Acceptable standard that must be complied with. As a 

result, a lower level of conservation is considered to be acceptable for 

building alterations. For example, buildings are not required to comply 

with the Parks Canada Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 

Historic Places.  

In this way, the HCA protection and Design Guidelines are considered 

less onerous than other legally protected sites. Higher forms of 

“Protection” (Heritage Revitalization Agreement/ Heritage Designation 

Bylaw / Heritage Conservation Covenant) would usually require 

compliance with the “Recommended” category in New Westminster, 
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including the Parks Canada Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation 

of Historic Places. 

Those higher forms of protection are typically achieved through a 

negotiated Heritage Revitalization Agreement and a Heritage 

Designation Bylaw. In those negotiated situations where the owner is 

achieving a significant benefit, the public achieving a high standard of 

conservation AND the restoration of the building.  

In the Queen’s Park HCA, protection is imposed, but there is a lesser 

level of protection with 

no obligation to 

upgrade the building. 

This is noteworthy 

when considering 

possible benefits 

related to the Queen’s 

Park HCA. 

The temporary Special 

Limited category was 

created to give more 

time to assess whether 

it was practical to 

include these buildings 

in the Advanced 

category. The 

methodology for 

inclusion in this 

category is in Appendix 

5 of the HCA Bylaw 

(Attachment B). These 

are sites that may not 

be able to achieve their 

development potential while retaining the heritage building. Ideally, this 

list will be assessed and buildings assigned their appropriate category 

in the near future. The extent of benefits implemented by the City may 

influence whether these owners would prefer to be on the Advanced list 

or Limited list.  
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In summary, the Queen’s Park HCA has introduced a form of legal 
protection for the Advanced category heritage buildings that will 

prevent demolition but includes the following: 
 

• Properties are not protected through the use of an LGA Schedule. 

• Building interiors are not protected; 

• Demolition can be approved by the Director of Development 

Services; 

• A policy has been endorsed to guide decisions on demolition 

permits and on moving a building from the Advanced to Limited 

category  (Attachment A);  

• A policy has been endorsed to guide decisions on subdivision 

(Attachment A);  

• A Heritage Alteration Permit is required for some exterior building 

changes to the front, sides and roof which could be visible from 

the street; 

• Modification to the rear of the building is generally acceptable; 

• The “Recommended” standard of heritage conservation stipulated 

in the HCA Design Guidelines does NOT need to be complied with. 

The lesser “Acceptable” standard applies; 

• There is no obligation to restore or upgrade the building; 

• A minimum maintenance standard has been established by Bylaw. 

In comparison, more formal heritage legal protections (eg HRA’s) with 

significant benefits to the owner would have to comply with the 

Recommended standards of the Design Guidelines and would require a 

high level of building restoration/upgrade. 
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V. HERITAGE PROGRAM CASE STUDIES  

Heritage programs are operated in many municipalities in British 

Columbia, however a limited number have implemented a Heritage 

Conservation Area. For purposes of this Discussion Paper, a review has 

been undertaken of relevant municipalities with a residential Heritage 

Conservation Area. Municipalities with financial heritage incentive 

programs have also been examined.  

Commercial HCA’s are not considered to be a relevant comparison since 

those buildings have different building issues to address (ie. seismic 

upgrades), have a much different scale of development potential and 

potentially have much different development solutions. In addition, the 

review has also been limited to municipalities with similar real estate 

market conditions. A high demand real estate area such as Metro 

Vancouver has completely different market forces than others, such as 

northern BC.  

Nine cities have been examined with summaries presented in 

Attachment E. This includes a summary of how their HCA’s were 

implemented and what, if any, incentives or benefits are offered. Both 

Zoning benefits and financial benefits have been examined. The 

following cities are studied: 

• Vancouver 

• Victoria 

• Nanaimo 

• Saanich 

• Surrey 

• Port Moody 

• Delta 

• Abbotsford 

• North Van City 

V.I HCA Building Protection 

Vancouver, Port Moody, and Abbotsford have implemented HCA’s with 

the legal protection of heritage buildings.  These have all utilized a 

Schedule of Protected Properties within the HCA Bylaw with Notices are 

placed on the title of the lands. To give an order of magnitude, the 

number of protected residential properties are as follows: 

Vancouver’s First Shaughnessy HCA: 317  

Port Moody’s Moody Centre HCA:   26   

Abbotsford’s Clayburn Village HCA:   19 
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Another five municipalities studied (Victoria, Nanaimo, Saanich, North 

Vancouver City, Delta) have implemented their HCA without building 

protection but to achieve design control over building alterations and 

new construction The HCA itself does not prevent demolition. In 

essence, those HCA’s function as strong heritage design controls but not 

with demolition prevention.  

When faced with demolition applications in those five HCA’s, the 

municipality can utilize the powers of the LGA to consider temporary or 

permanent protection on an individual basis. When possible, this results 

in a negotiated arrangement to keep the building, possibly with 

additional Zoning benefits. If this is not possible, Designation by bylaw 

can be considered but is rarely adopted.  

Vancouver’s First Shaughnessy HCA (FSHCA) is similar to Queen’s Park 

in many ways. It involves a larger area with a significant number of 

protected buildings. Similar to Queen’s Park, the First Shaughnessy HCA 

(FSHCA) considers all buildings built prior to 1940 to be heritage and 

are protected. Of the 317 protected heritage properties, only 82 were 

previously on the Vancouver Heritage Register.  

Unlike New Queen’s Park, the FSHCA has protected properties through 

a Schedule in the Bylaw. The FSHCA Design Guidelines require a high 

standard of conservation (similar to the “Recommended” standards in 

the Queen’s Park HCA).  

V.II HCA Zoning Benefits 

HCA’s usually include both heritage properties (which may or may not 

be Protected) and non-heritage properties. 

Non-Heritage Properties: For non-heritage properties located within 

an HCA, no municipalities studied provide any benefits to those property 

owners. While those properties may now require a Heritage Alteration 

Permit to build a new building, this is considered little different than a 

site with design control through a Development Permit. There is not 

perceived to be an economic loss, nor significant negative impact.  

Port Moody/Abbotsford: In Port Moody and Abbotsford, protected 

heritage buildings (by Schedule under the LGA) receive no benefits. It 

is perhaps noteworthy that those HCA protections involve very few 

buildings and only include buildings previously identified in a Heritage 

Register/Inventory. 
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Vancouver: Vancouver has had a long-standing effort to preserve First 

Shaughnessy. An Official Development Plan and Zoning with incentives 

for heritage conservation has been in place since the 1980’s, prior to 

HCA legislation. The FSHCA is a new effort, adopted in 2015. It protected 

heritage properties and modified the Zoning benefits. The additional 

units and floor area, as well as other Zoning variances are not 

significantly different than were previously available. The extent of 

benefit varies depending on lot size.  The most significant benefits are 

reserved for larger lots of 15,000 sf or more. These are summarized in 

Attachment E. Smaller lots receive additional floor of approximately 0.1 

FSR; however, this cannot be easily generalized since calculations need 

to be done on an individual basis given the formula used. In the FSHCA, 

zoning benefits have been limited so as to maintain the historic 

character of the area. Since the zoning benefits largely pre-dated the 

FSHCA, upgrades to existing buildings are required on a case by case 

basis, often driven by the Building Code. 

Vancouver’s “Character House” Zoning Incentives offers perhaps an 

even more noteworthy example for Queen’s Park. The Character House 

Zoning Guidelines apply to all RS Zoned lands. Adopted in the fall of 

2017, they encourage the retention and upgrade of “Character Homes”. 

Character Homes are those built prior to 1940 which retain significant 

original features. Buildings do not have to be on a Heritage Register to 

qualify. Heritage protection is not required, but the existing Character 

House must be upgraded. This initiative represents an expansion of 

heritage building incentives to a much broader building stock, city-wide 

on lots similar to those in Queen’s Park. Highlights of this initiative 

include: 

• Density increases from 0.5 FSR up to 0.75, 0.85 or 0.91 FSR, 

depending upon the zone; 

• Multiple Conversion Dwellings (MCD’s): converting a Character 

House to several units (rental or strata);  

• infill Dwellings (rental or strata);  

• Including Secondary Suites and/or Laneway Homes, there can be 

a total of: 

o 3 units on a 33 ft lot;  

o 4 units on a 50 ft lot;  

o maximum 6 units in a MCD on a 69 ft +lot; 

• Basement floor area exclusions; 

• Parking variances; 

• Site area, siting and other relaxations. 
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The summary graphic below is an excerpt from the Vancouver Character 
House Guidelines which demonstrates the resulting building forms. 
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While not within an HCA, these Zoning incentives are intended to 
promote the retention of buildings built before 1940. Essentially, they 

aim to make building retention more desirable than demolition. In doing 
so, they are not concerned about retaining the heritage character of 

those neighbourhoods (unlike First Shaughnessy).  The densities 
attained are reaching those of townhouse development (0.75 to 

0.91FSR), some of which may be rather imposing and significantly alter 
the previous single family character. 

  

Both Vancouver’s FSHCA and the Character House Incentives are 

directly relevant to the consideration of Zoning benefits for Queen’s 

Park. Neither is directly transferable. However, incentives like those 

offered in the Character House Guidelines, but tempered to respect the 

heritage character of Queen’s Park could be effective. 

 

V.III Financial Benefits: 

 

Municipalities have limited revenue generating options and financial 

resources. As a result, significant financial funding for residential 

heritage buildings are usually difficult to implement at the local level. 

There is also often a political/public reluctance to provide financial 

assistance directly to the owners of relatively expensive homes, given 

other needs in the community. 

There are two types of financial benefits offered in BC municipalities. 

These are individually described for each municipality in Attachment E.   

Heritage Tax Exemption 

The most ambitious financial support offered to heritage buildings is in 

Surrey. It offers both a tax exemption and smaller house grant program.   

Section 225 of the Community Charter has provision for tax exemptions 

for protected heritage property. Surrey offers a 100% exemption of 

municipal taxes for protected heritage properties. (This exemption does 

not apply to taxes collected by Surrey for other jurisdictions.)  

This type of tax exemption program is very rare for residential homes. 

Applications must be submitted and approved annually by a 2/3 vote of 

City Council. There are 15 Surrey properties utilizing this exemption in 

2018. The total 2018 tax exemption for those properties is estimated to 

be $60,000 ($4,000 per parcel on average). 
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This type of program is special in that it benefits those owners of 

heritage protected properties that are not undertaking any development 

or change to their property. 

Port Moody also has a tax exemption program through the Heritage 

Revitalization Tax Exemption Bylaw No 2913. It has been in place since 

2011 and offers tax reductions for Moody Centre HCA and other heritage 

properties. Very few owners have utilized this program. 

In New Westminster, Advanced properties would not be eligible for this 

tax exemption under the Community Charter. Properties must be 

formally protected through either a HCA Schedule, HRA, or Designation 

Bylaw. 

House Grants 

A number of municipalities, including New Westminster, offer grants for 

residential building renovation projects range from $2,500 to $15,000 

for 50% of the project cost. These are often operated by a Foundation 

with the municipality either providing all or some of the required funding 

to the Foundation.  

The Vancouver Heritage Foundation has the 

most extensive grant program in the 

Province. Vancouver City provides 

approximately $125,000 annually to the 

Foundation.  The Foundation raises 

approximately $375,000 annually to reach 

its $500,000 budget. Buildings must be on 

the Heritage register, but do not need to be 

protected to be eligible. Several types of 

grants are available: 

• Restore it Grant:    50% of project cost up to $7,500 

• True Colours Grant:   50% of project cost up to $7,500 

• House Call (Conservation Plan): 50% of project cost up to $500 

• Get on the Register Grant:  50% of project cost up to $500 

Victoria also has a significant grant program and provides the most 

funding at approximately $205,000 annually to the Victoria Heritage 

Foundation. Saanich ($47,000) and Nanaimo ($12,000) operate smaller 

programs. 
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Delta has just begun a new Grant Program of up to $15,000 and 50% 

of the project cost. To be eligible, properties must be on the Heritage 

Register and protection must be in place for at least 10 years, secured 

by covenant. 

Surrey has a $5,000 grant annual program for protected buildings only.  

The New Westminster Heritage Foundation (NWHF) has operated a 

Grant program since 1992. It utilizes monies from both a City 

endowment and contributions from the New Westminster Heritage 

Preservation Society (NWHPS).  In 2017, $10,000 was provided to the 

Foundation from the civic Heritage Endowment and another $5,000 was 

gifted by the NWHPS. 

In 2017, three grants were awarded for approximately $4,000, $5,000 

and $6,000. These averaged roughly 50% of the project costs. More 

commonly, grants achieve 30% of the project costs due to limited funds 

and a desire to support as many buildings as possible. 

The New Westminster Heritage Foundation is run by volunteers 

appointed to the Foundation. In comparison, Victoria allocates funds for 

a part-time Foundation position to administer the grant program. 

Nanaimo staff manage their grant program.  The Vancouver Foundation 

has paid staff to operate their program. 

Summary Benefits Table 

The following table summarizes the Heritage Conservation Area 

methods and Heritage Program financial incentives for 9 municipalities 

in B.C. It is important to understand that the local Government Act 

provide tools for municipalities to use to support heritage conservation. 

Municipalities choose how, or if, to use those tools. As a result, no two 

Heritage Programs are the same. While lessons can be taken from other 

jurisdictions, New Westminster will find its own way forward.  
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VI. QUEEN’S PARK HCA POTENTIAL BENEFITS 

New Westminster’s Queen’s Park neighbourhood is a very desirable 

place. The Heritage Conservation Area controls will ensure that it retains 

much of the character that has defined it for over 100 years. In this 

way, the HCA is bringing stability to this neighbourhood which might 

otherwise be highly sought after for higher density development, like 

Vancouver’s West End adjacent to Stanley Park, which was once a 

neighbourhood of character homes  

In introducing the Queen’s Park HCA controls, the City has imposed its 

authority on property owners, particularly in the Advanced category. 

This has occurred with significant public support, including many owners 

within the HCA.   

There is some expectation, but no legal requirement, to find a balance 

between public benefits and private property rights. Indeed, the most 

important factor in ensuring a healthy future for a heritage building is 

to have an owner that respects and wants to invest in the building. 

Benefits to owners can help to achieve this.   

All buildings require major upgrades at some point. The purpose of 

providing benefits to a heritage building owner are both to avoid 

economic loss, if that exists, but also to help generate revenue to fund 

upgrades. There is a premium to the cost of restoring a heritage building 

compared with building new. 

By making it beneficial to own a heritage building, the heritage building 

would be viewed as a positive, not a negative. In this way market forces 

can be shaped to work in favour of heritage conservation, instead of 

against it.  

Vancouver’s First Shaughnessy HCA is perhaps the most relevant HCA 

example to draw upon for Queen’s Park.  It is also a large HCA with a 

similar heritage criterion (pre-1940 buildings) and with many protected 

buildings (317). Heritage zoning benefits are available to protected 

properties, however, these have been tempered so as to not overwhelm 

the desired neighbourhood character. It is also noteworthy that most of 

the extra zoning benefits were previously in place. These were created 

before HCA’s were available to municipalities through legislation, or 

Vancouver might have created an HCA in the 1980’s.   
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Finding the correct balance between zoning benefits and neighbourhood 

character is an important consideration. The “solution” should not be to 

the detriment of the original purpose of the HCA: that being to maintain 

neighbourhood character. As noted previously, zoning benefits in First 

Shaughnessy are somewhat constrained and tend to be directed to very 

large lots of over 15,000 sf. 

Vancouver’s Character House incentives relate more closely to the scale 

of properties in Queen’s Park. These regulations aim to both encourage 

character home retention and add density to the single family zoned 

parts of Vancouver. This Zoning provides incentives to retain existing 

character homes (those with significant original features), rather than 

building new.  Significant benefits are offered, but the regulations 

require that the character buildings be upgraded to qualify. All approvals 

have been delegated to staff to create certainty and expedite the 

approval process.  

A key difference between First Shaughnessy and the Character House 

policies is that the Character House polices are not as focused on 

maintaining neighbourhood character as a priority. The Character House 

policies have a high priority on achieving the “gentle densification” of 

the RS zones, while achieving building retention. As a result, they go 

well beyond what is permitted in First Shaughnessy.  

Creating new policy for Queen’s Park needs to find its own unique 

balance between benefits for heritage protected properties, 

neighbourhood character and modest densification. Other HCA’s can 

provide lessons, but none of the other precedents can be directly 

applied.  

Based upon this review of the Queen’s Park HCA and other jurisdictions, 

we believe that benefits are appropriate for properties in the Advanced 

category. Any benefits to be considered for this area should be limited 

to the Advanced category. As per other HCA’s studied, additional 

benefits are not suggested for properties in the Limited category. 

The authors are suggesting policies that will result in development at 

0.6 FSR (plus exclusions for basements/cellars). It is felt that this level 

of increase will provide meaningful benefits while maintaining the 

Queen’s Park character. 

A draft policy (Attachment C) was released by New Westminster staff to 

guide this discussion in December 2017. It includes 5 principles. The 
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fourth and fifth principles relate to the fact that other forms of heritage 

protection in New Westminster achieve the “Recommended” standards 

of conservation in the Guidelines as well as a commitment to 

restore/upgrade the building. These are typically secured through a 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement/Designation Bylaw on an individual 

basis.  

It is common practice in other jurisdictions, that a reasonable level of 

upgrade to the heritage building occur concurrent with significant 

heritage benefits being granted. Vancouver is a good example of this in 

the Character House areas.   

In considering significant benefits to the Queen’s Park heritage 

buildings, it is therefore reasonable to expect that they should come 

with a requirement for: 

• “Recommended” standards in the HCA Guidelines 

•  Heritage Building Upgrade/Restoration 

In this way various Heritage Conservation efforts that occur throughout 

the City will be treated equally and some of the value generated will be 

reinvested into the buildings.  

There are however, less significant benefits that could apply to all 

Advanced properties given the level of protection already in place. These 

need not necessarily require additional conservation standards or 

heritage building upgrades. 

A summary of the Benefits outlined in this Discussion Paper is presented 

in Attachment D.  
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VI.I Queen’s Park HCA General & Enhanced Zoning Benefits  

A range of Zoning changes are identified in this section that could 

provide meaningful benefits to Advanced category building owners. 

Owners would realize those benefits if they chose to utilize that 

additional Zoning potential. If not, the benefit could come when they 

sell the property since the enhanced potential should have value in the 

market place.  

The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is predominantly zoned RS-1. This 

zone allows: 

Gross Floor Area   0.5 FSR 

Secondary suite   Limited to one 

Laneway/Carriage House 958 sf max size 

     -0.1 additional laneway floor space 
  

The following options identify zoning changes to the RS-1 Zone that the 

authors feel could succeed in delivering benefits without destroying 

neighbourhood character. Some increase in density or change of tenure 

is proposed.  

The benefits suggested all seem appropriate for consideration. Not all 

would necessarily have to be implemented.  Implementation should 

occur in a manner that will create as much certainty as possible and 

with the least process necessary.  

It is proposed that Zoning benefits be divided into two groups. General 

Zoning Benefits would be available to Advanced properties as an 

outright permission. Enhanced Zoning Benefits would require a 

commitment to comply with the Recommended section in part B of the 

HCA Guidelines AND a commitment to upgrade/restore the heritage 

building. It is suggested that these additional commitments be secured 

by covenant as the most expeditious, yet still effective way to process 

applications. A simple Heritage Revitalization Agreement (without 

Zoning changes and resulting Public Hearing) could also be as effective. 
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The options presented in this report have been prepared based upon 

many years of experience in Zoning regulation. However, some are quite 

progressive and have not been vetted by a solicitor. The City may wish 

to have a legal review before advancing to the bylaw stage of this 

process.   

A.  General Zoning Benefits (Outright) 
 

These are benefits that the Authors feel should be made available to all 

Advanced properties. They would be implemented as a general 

amendment for all properties in the Advanced category. Compliance 

with the current HCA Guidelines would be required, but not more. 

1. Existing Basement Floor Area Exclusion  

 

Rationale: Older buildings were often built with basements long before 

Zoning Bylaws regulated floor area. The result is that sites with older 

buildings have a significant amount of their development potential 

consumed by their basement. This is usually below grade space that 

does not increase the mass of 

the building. This puts older 

buildings with a basement at 

a disadvantage relative to 

new construction. Excluding 

the basement from floor area 

calculations removes this 

disadvantage and actually 

gives the heritage home an 

advantage over new 

construction. This may have 

the effect of allowing for 
Figure 2 Heritage Home with Basement 
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additions to the existing building or make a Laneway/Carriage House 

more achievable. 

 

2. Existing Attic Floor Area Exclusion  
 

Rationale: Like basements, older buildings were often built with attics. 

The sloped roofs and limited attic heights usually compromised the 

functionality of the space. However, 

attics can offer quaint, usually small 

rooms. Attics were often originally left 

vacant without stair access.  

If counted as floor area, the use of 

attics puts older buildings at a 

disadvantage relative to new 

construction. Excluding attics from 

floor area removes this disadvantage 

and actually gives the heritage home 

an advantage over new construction. 

While attics may or may not have been 

excluded from floor area calculations in 

the past, the deliberate exclusion serves to clarify any uncertainty in 

the Zoning regulation. For clarity, a definition of Attic may need to be 

added to the Zoning Bylaw. 

3. General Zoning Amendment to bring Advanced Buildings 

into Conformity with the Zoning Bylaw 

Rationale: All Advanced 

building were built prior to 

today’s Zoning Bylaw. 

Many were built before 

Zoning even existed. As a 

result, many are non-

conforming with regard to 

the Zoning Bylaw. This can 

make it difficult if they 

want to do additions or 

change the building in 

some way. It can also be 

difficult to undertake 

repairs.  

Figure 3 Heritage Home with Attic 

Figure 4 Example of Non-Conforming Siting 
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It may be possible to “grandfather” these building to make the original 

density, height, siting or other aspects of the building conforming 

through a single Zoning amendment.  A policy could supplement this 

to advise future regulators that requests for relaxations when dealing 

with additions to existing Advanced category buildings should be 

looked upon favourably, subject to the resulting impact on 

neighbouring properties being reasonable. 

4. Laneway/Carriage House Zoning & Guideline Relaxation 

i. Sideyard location when suitable 

ii. Other Siting relaxations 

iii. Parking relaxation 

 

Rationale:  New Westminster’s Zoning regulations and Development 

Permit guidelines for laneway and carriage houses are quite new. 

There are likely a number of Advanced properties that could 

accommodate a laneway/carriage house only if these regulations 

were modified slightly. For example, locating it in a sideyard facing 

the street. Such small or thin homes could add to the vitality and 

character of the street and be consistent with Queen’s Park’s history 

of larger estates being carved into smaller “workers” housing. 

 

The use of guidelines instead of regulations, and the delegation of the 

approval of the Laneway and Carriage House Development Permits to 

the Director of Development Services already creates flexibility 

related to the approval of 

Laneway and Carriage 

Houses. Further detail 

could be added to the 

Laneway and Carriage 

House Development 

Permit Area regarding 

what guideline relaxations 

would be considered for an 

Advanced category home 

in order to support 

Advanced buildings and 

add transparency to this 

process.   

 

 

Figure 5 Example of Large Sideyard 
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5. More Achievable Laneway / Carriage House by Allowing 

More Unused Gross Floor Area to be Utilized:  

Rationale: Currently such homes are allotted 0.1 times the lot area 
plus only 0.05 from the 

unused permitted maximum 

Gross Floor Area of the 
principal building. 

Eliminating this 0.05 FSR 
limit might make it more 

viable for some Advanced 
sites to achieve the 

maximum size of 958 sf. 
This utilizes the 

development potential on 
the site and reduces the 

potential for additions to the 
existing house, thereby 

retaining more character.  

 

6. Multiple Conversion Dwellings – Non-Strata 

     (MCD’s on sites without Laneway/Carriage homes) 

 

Rationale: As an alternative to a Laneway or Carriage House, 

allowing an existing house to be converted to 3 units would be a 

benefit for some. This would be the same number of units already 

permitted (house with suite plus Laneway) except in one building.  

 

Building Code upgrade requirements can be significant when 

attempting to do such a conversion.  That can sometimes make this 

option overly expensive.  It can also make it difficult to retain 

existing materials which works against the heritage retention 

objective. Building Code impacts would have to be considered on an 

individual basis. 

 

 

  

Figure 6 Example of Laneway Home 
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B.   Enhanced Zoning Benefits (with Covenant) 

These are more significant benefits to be considered for Advanced sites. 

Given their significant value, it is felt that this scale of benefit should 

only be available on the condition that: 

• “Recommended” standards of the HCA Design Guidelines apply; 

• Heritage Building restoration is committed to.   

 

Ideally, these could be achieved without the need for a City Council 

approval process. The most expeditious way to achieve this would be 

through pre-zoning with a Heritage Conservation Covenant required to 

secure the additional obligations. Alternatively, a Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement or other tool could be used with individual Council approvals.  

The following Enhanced Zoning Benefits are suggested: 

1. House 0.5 FSR + 0.1 FSR for addition = 0.6 FSR  

(Only sites without Laneway/Carriage House development) 
 

Rationale: An additional 0.1FSR of habitable space is currently 
provided for Laneway and Carriage houses.  Those sites which do 

not want or cannot accommodate such an additional building do not 

receive a similar benefit.  This option would allow that extra floor 
area to be used as an addition to the existing building. It is felt that 

0.6 FSR could be accommodated without damaging the character of 
the area. Higher density will begin to approach townhouse building 

forms and would affect the character of the area.  
 

2. Larger Laneway and Carriage House  
 

Rationale: A 958 sf dwelling is too small for many users, particularly 
small families. Storage also becomes a significant problem in small 

dwellings. Allowing a larger building to be built (on those lots that 
could accommodate it) would be of significant value. There are two 

possible ways to achieve this: 
 

• 1200 sf maximum Floor Area: This could be done without 

increasing the total floor area for the site, but allowing more 
unused floor space to be used in the Laneway / Carriage House.  

 
• Cellar exclusion: Such an exclusion would not increase the 

mass of the building above grade, but would provide very useful 
space for a wide range of purposes. The Zoning Bylaw defines 

Cellars as being at least 5ft below grade, largely underground. 
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3. Allow Additional Units to be Stratified 

Rationale: The most significant way to increase value for the 

Advanced properties without having any new impact on the mass or 

character of the neighbourhood would be to allow permitted 

additional units to be stratified. This could be applied to 2 or 3 units 

in an existing building or Laneway / Carriage Homes. The maximum 

number of units contemplated on-site is 3.    

 

Building Code upgrade requirements can be significant when 

attempting to stratify an existing building.  That can sometimes 

make this option exorbitantly expensive.  It can also make it difficult 

to retain existing materials which can work against heritage 

retention. Stratification has the highest standards to meet. The 

Building Code makes some allowances for heritage buildings. The 

ability to retain heritage elements would need to be resolved on an 

individual building basis in conjunction with City Building Officials, 

Building Code Equivalency professionals and heritage staff. 

 

4. Small Lot subdivision 

Rationale:  There may be some potential for subdivision to create 

new small lots. Small lot subdivision is currently being considered in 

the City generally. Pre-zoning for smaller lots with Heritage 

Alteration Permits required might allow for adequate rigour to an 

approval process while avoiding the need for a site specific Public 

Hearing, upon application.  

 

5. Density Transfer for sites unable to achieve development 
potential to maximum 0.6 FSR 

Rationale:  Some sites may not be able to achieve any of the above 

benefits while retaining the heritage building. This will likely apply to 

the smallest sites or sites with oddly sited buildings. For these sites, 

a strategy to allow the undeveloped potential of the site to be 

transferred to a higher density property could be effective. To the 

authors’ knowledge, this has not been done for this scale of 

development. There is some precedent for this in higher density 

locations in the region (previously Gastown), but not single family 

sites such as in Queen’s Park. The most expeditious way to achieve 

this would be through a “density bank” created by the City. Such a 

bank would have to involve a City parcel of land to hold the density. 

The City would acquire the density, then resell it at a later date to a 

developer. These funds would then help pay for building upgrades.    
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VI.II  Queen’s Park HCA Financial Benefits 
 

There are three types of financial benefits that are suggested for 

consideration. The first one is suggested as a General Benefit for all 

Advanced Buildings. The other two would be Enhanced Benefits. 

1. Heritage Home Grants (General Benefit) 

New Westminster has a grant program in place through the New 

Westminster Heritage Foundation, partially funded by the City. It offers 

grants of 50% of the project cost up to $10,000. This residential grant 

program has been available to the 30+/-  protected homes in Queen’s 

Park, plus other heritage protected throughout the City. The 

Foundation’s priority has been on those homes that did not previously 

receive special benefits through a Heritage Revitalization Agreement.  

In moving forward, the City should consider that it has protected more 

than 400 additional properties through the HCA process. As protected 

sites, these should be eligible for grants. However, this will mean 

revisiting both the funding available and administration of the existing 

grant program.  

With so many more homes eligible, the current funding will be 

inadequate to have anywhere near the same impact.  Funding for 5 to 

10 projects per year would require $50,000 to $100,000, which would 

be more in keeping with the number of properties now protected. 

At that scale, it may be impractical to depend upon a volunteer to 

administer the grant program. The Victoria and Saanich model, which 

includes an administrative cost for one part-time Foundation employee, 

may be warranted. This is likely more efficient than operating the grant 

program through City Hall. The Vancouver Heritage Foundation or 

Heritage BC could also be approached to see if they were interested in 

managing a grants program in New Westminster. This might be more 

efficient for both the Vancouver Foundation and other local 

municipalities.   

While such house grants are not significant relative to the overall value 

of the land, they are significant in helping an owner offset the additional 

cost of doing a specific project to heritage standards. It also serves as 

a demonstration of the public’s interest in the protected Heritage 

Buildings. The exclusion of the Advanced buildings from the NWHF 
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grant program would be inconsistent with the intent and effect of the 

HCA effort.  

As an outcome of the Queen’s Park HCA, some form of expansion of 

the House Grant Program seems warranted, with the amount of 

additional funding to be determined. A funding source would have to 

be determined if the civic Heritage Endowment is unable to support an 

increase in funding. 

2. Heritage Tax Exemption (Enhanced Benefit) 

Like Surrey and Port Moody, New Westminster could offer property tax 

exemptions for protected heritage properties. This could be applied 

city-wide to all heritage protected properties, or just to Queen’s Park. 

The exemption could be for 100% or a lesser amount, such as 50%. 

This exemption does not apply to taxes collected for other jurisdictions.  

Section 225 of the Community Charter states that to be eligible, 

properties must be protected pursuant to the Local Government Act. If 

the City wanted to proceed with such an exemption, Advanced 

properties would not be eligible unless there was a higher level of 

protection. That could include an HCA Schedule, HRA, Designation 

Bylaw or possibly a covenant. 

Assuming an average assessed value of $1.5 million, the average 

municipal tax paid in Queen’s Park is in the range of $4,000/year. If 

an exemption for some or all of this was granted, the tax burden would 

shift to other property owners in the City. Surrey has relatively few 

heritage buildings (200+/- on the register and 40 privately owned 

protected buildings) and is a very large City (2016 population 

525,000). This results in a very minor tax shift.  

In comparison, New Westminster has many heritage buildings (900+/- 

Inventoried, 220+/- in Heritage Register, 100+/- residential buildings 

protected, 416 Advanced category in the HCA) in a small municipality 

(2016 population 71,000). This would make the potential impact on 

other tax payers greater. A thorough property tax analysis of this 

option should be undertaken to better understand the overall tax 

implications if there is political interest in considering it.  
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3. Combined Sewer Separation & Stormwater Management    
    (Enhanced Benefit) 

 

While Laneway/Carriage Houses are permitted, there are factors that 

may make achieving them difficult. One of these is the need to upgrade 

the existing combined sewer into separate storm and sanitary sewers. 

While laudable and typically achievable with new construction, this 

requirement imposes a significant financial burden on small projects 

such as Laneway and Carriage Houses.  

When municipal costs become exorbitant relative to the cost of a 

project, the project will not proceed.  This may be occurring with 

regards to Laneway/Carriage Houses. Staff have heard estimates in 

excess of $100,000 for sewer separation where drain tiles for the 

existing house have to be redone.   

The cost for stormwater management for small Laneway projects can 

also be exorbitant. Some municipalities, such as North Vancouver City, 

did not require this for small projects.   

There are a few options that could be considered to address this issue: 

a. Waiver of Storm/Sanitary sewer separation, OR 

b. CNW financial contribution towards Storm/Sanitary 

sewer separation (i.e. 50% up to $25,000) 

c. Waive Stormwater Management Requirements for 

Laneway/Carriage Houses 

d. Improve on-street stormwater retention (rather than 

private property on-site retention) to achieve the 

desired net reduction in stormwater 

This would shift the focus of stormwater management from 

private to public lands. This would need to be pursued with the 

Engineering Department. 
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VI.III  Queen’s Park HCA Neighbourhood Benefits 

Streetscape upgrades are often achieved through the development of 

sites with new construction. Municipalities have the authority to compel 

an owner to upgrade the streetscape to the centerline of the road or 

require more as a condition of rezoning. Given that the municipality’s 

intention is for building retention, redevelopment in the Queen’s Park 

neighbourhood will be less common. It therefore may be appropriate or 

necessary for the City to undertake more civil works in this area.  

As with heritage buildings, the historic streetscape design standard for 

the area should be considered. It may be desirable to reflect the less 

formal historic street works, rather than install a higher or today’s 

conventional level of improvements in the area.  

Neighbourhood benefits might include: 
 

1. Streetscape Enhancements 

a. Sidewalk upgrades 

b. Streetlights 

c. Road Paving 

d. Landscape Open Spaces (City initiated or possibly through a 

volunteer program) 

 

2. Interpretive Queen’s Park Heritage Plaque Program 

Brass plaques are currently 

installed by the City for fully 

protected properties. Wooden 

plaques are provided by the New 

Westminster Heritage Preservation 

Society for homes that participate 

in the annual homes tour. 

There are many great stories to tell 

about the Queen’s Park 

neighbourhood.  Larger 

interpretative panels could be 

installed at prominent locations to 

help tell New Westminster and 

Queen’s Park stories to the general 

public. The larger plaques could be 

prepared and installed by the City.   Figure 7 Sample Area Plaque 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
 

Based upon this study, the authors’ believe that it important to proceed 

with benefits for Advanced properties in the Queen’s Park HCA. This 

Discussion Paper identifies a range of benefits which could be considered 

through a public process. It also suggests two levels of benefits and an 

expeditious process for Advanced building owners to achieve the 

second, greater set of benefits.  

Some benefits are very modest and could be implemented quickly. 

Others are more involved and would require more time and 

consideration, including a legal review. Not all of the benefits would need 

to, nor necessarily should be, acted upon. Some benefits would be 

mutually exclusive. Building upgrades and higher recommended 

standards of conservation should be expected in return for the greater 

set of benefits.  

Heritage legislation and protection processes are complicated and the 

consultants’ propose that any benefits implemented be undertaken with 

a view to keeping the approval processes very clear and efficient for 

staff and the public. 

The next steps in this process will seek to determine which benefits 

warrant further consideration. Ultimately, the provision of benefits will 

be a political decision with input from the public and staff. Ideally a 

solution will be found that satisfies the majority of owners while 

achieving the goal of retaining the heritage character of Queen’s Park. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
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ATTACHMENT B 
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ATTACHMENT C 
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Attachment D 

 

QUEEN’S PARK HCA:   

GENERAL ZONING BENEFITS 
GENERAL: The following General Zoning benefits could be implemented 

with no further expectations of Advanced building owners. 

1 Existing Basement 
Gross Floor Area 

Exclusion 
  

  

Currently some heritage homes with basements 

have a significant part of their floor area 

potential consumed in basements. Excluding 

basements removes this disadvantage and 

creates an advantage for heritage homes. 

2 Existing Attic Gross 

Floor Area Exclusion 
  

Likely many attics have already been excluded 

from floor area. This will clarify this and 
perhaps allow some owners to make use of 

their existing attics. 

3 
  

Heritage Building 
Conformity Zoning 

Amendment 
  

Many older buildings are non-conforming in 

terms of Zoning. Bringing them into conformity 

shows that the City wants them to stay and 

makes their future more certain. 

4 

  

Laneway/Carriage 

House 
Siting/Parking 

Relaxation 

Making these accessory dwellings more viable 

supports the retention of the heritage building 

5 
  

Laneway/Carriage 
House Floor Area 

Relaxation 
  

  

Allowing more of the floor area potential of the 

main house to be utilized in the Laneway/ 

Carriage house helps achieve a viable sized 

unit. It also reduces the potential for additions 

to the heritage building and helps retain 

character. 

6 Multiple Conversion 

Dwellings to 3 Units 
  

Allowing two accessory units achieves the same 

potential as a Laneway/Carriage development, 
but within the heritage home. 
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QUEEN’S PARK HCA:  

ENHANCED ZONING BENEFITS 

ENHANCED: The following Enhanced Zoning Benefits would only be 

achievable if the owner agreed to more formal protection with 
“Recommended” Design Guideline standards AND heritage building 

restoration/upgrades. These commitments could be secured by HRA, 
Covenant or other tool, preferably without individual Council approvals. 

 

1 0.5 FSR Plus 0.1 FSR 
bonus for Heritage House 

  
  

This gives heritage homes the chance to 
utilize the effective 0.6FSR achievable 

with Laneway /Carriage homes. This 
helps sites that cannot achieve a 

Laneway/Carriage house 

  

2 Larger Laneway/Carriage 
House 

• 1200 sf and/or 
• Cellar excluded 

A larger unit would be beneficial and 
more practical for some families. This 

need not require more GFA, but merely 
allow more of the main house GFA to be 

used in the Laneway/Carriage. 

3 
  

Allow Stratification of 
Additional Units 

  

This does not increase density and so 
has no greater impact on the 

neighbourhood. This adds significant 
value.  

4 

  

Small Lot Subdivision 

  

Some lots might have an ability to 

achieve this. This potential is already 
identified in the HCA Guidelines 

5 

  

Density Transfer from 

Sites unable to utilize 
other benefits 

  

For sites that cannot utilize other Zoning 

benefits, this might provide a financial 
benefit to the owners, at no long-term 

cost to the City since the density would 
be sold. 
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QUEEN’S PARK HCA: GENERAL & ENHANCED 

FINANCIAL BENEFITS 
GENERAL: The following are potential General Financial Benefits for all 

Advanced Properties. 

1 Expansion of the NWHF 
Home Grant program: 

• $10,000 / 50% of 
Project Cost 

Advanced HCA properties could be 
made eligible for this funding. An 

increase in funding for the NW Heritage 
Foundation would be necessary for it to 

have any impact. 
 

ENHANCED: The following Enhanced Financial Benefits would only be 

achievable if the owner agreed to more formal protection with 
“Recommended” Design Guideline standards AND heritage building 

restoration/upgrades.  

1 Protected House Tax 
Exemption 

This would provide a direct financial 
benefit to owners that applied and met 

the criteria. 

2 

  

Laneway/Carriage House 

Combined  Sewer 
Separation & Stormwater 

Management Relief 
• Relaxation from 

requirement, or 
• City Financial 

Contribution 
($25,000/50%), or 

• Improve on-street 

stormwater retention 
(rather than private 

property on-site 
retention) 

The cost of stormwater management 

and combined sewer separation may be 
undermining the ability to build 

Laneway/Carriage homes. Some form 
of relief from this requirement may 

help reduce that deterrent. 
 

 
 

Shifting the focus of stormwater 

management from private to public 
lands would be a fundamental change 

in stormwater management requiring 
support from the Engineering 

department and may have significant 
financial costs to the City. 
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QUEEN’S PARK HCA:  

NEIGHBOURHOOD BENEFITS 
The following are potential improvements to the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood overall, not targeted to individual buildings. 

1 Streetscape Enhancements 
• Sidewalks 

• Streetlights 
• Road paving 

• Landscape Open Space 
Initiatives 

Civic initiated projects in the 
neighbourhood. 

2 Interpretive Plaque 
Program 

To help tell the story of the 
Queen’s Park neighbourhood, 

plaques could be prepared 
and installed by the City. 
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This document has been prepared as an Appendix to the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation 
Area: Benefits Discussion Paper.  
 
It includes a summary of selected Heritage Conservation Areas and Heritage Programs in 
nine other B.C.  municipalities. The following Table summarizes the findings.  
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NEW WESTMINSTER 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of New Westminster has had an active heritage programs since the 1970’s. There are 
approximately 900 buildings listed in an older Heritage Inventory with approximately 220 listed 
in their Heritage Register. Over 100 residential properties have been protected, most often 
through voluntary Designations or negotiated Heritage Revitalization Agreement. There is one 
Heritage Conservation Area: Queen’s Park, adopted in 2017. 

QUUEN’S PARK HERITAGE CONSERVATION AREA 
Queen’s Park is one of the most recognized historic residential districts in BC. Interest in 
protecting the area was realized in 2017 with the creation of an HCA. Heritage buildings have 
been defined as those built before 1941. There are 416 such buildings called “Advanced”. 
There are 188 non-heritage buildings called “Limited”. There are another 85 buildings in a 
temporary “Special Limited” category that will be reassigned to either the Advanced or Limited 
category in the near future. 

Heritage Protection: The HCA offers a level of protection by requiring a Heritage Alteration 
Permit for the demolition or alteration of Advanced category buildings. Council is using this 
authority to deny or approve demolition. This authority has been delegated to the Director of 
development Services. There is no Schedule of Protected properties in the HCA Bylaw.   

Residential Heritage Design Control: There	 are	 Design	 Guidelines	 for	 all	 buildings	 that	 are	
implemented	through	Heritage	Alteration	Permits.	For	Limited	properties,	Design	Guidelines	only	apply	
for	 the	 construction	 of	 a	 new	 house	 or	 laneway/carriage	 house.	 For	 Advanced	 properties,	 Design	
Guidelines	apply	for	changes	to	the	front,	sides,	or	visible	roofline	of	the	house.	The	Guidelines	include	
both	Recommended	and	Acceptable	standards.	Advanced	buildings	must	meet	at	minimum	the	less	
onerous	“Acceptable”	level. 

Heritage Zoning Incentives: Currently under consideration. 

Financial Incentives: The New Westminster Heritage Foundation (NWHF) has operated 
a Grant program since 1992. It utilizes monies from both a City endowment and contributions 
from the New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society (NWHPS).  In 2017, $10,000 was 
provided to the Foundation from the civic Heritage Endowment and another $5,000 was gifted 
by the NWHPS. 
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VANCOUVER  
 

SUMMARY 
The City of Vancouver has the largest heritage program in B.C. There are approximately 2200 
buildings listed in their Heritage Register, which is currently being updated. More recent 
buildings are expected to be added through that review. Over 500 properties have been 
protected city-wide. There are three protected areas: Gastown, Chinatown and First 
Shaughnessy. Gastown and Chinatown are higher density commercial heritage districts, not 
protected by HCA legislation which are not relevant to compare with Queen’s Park.  

First Shaughnessy is a recent HCA (2015) with some relevance to Queen’s Park. The extent of 
conservation (all pre-1940 buildings) is similar. The large size of the estate properties is a 
significant difference. However, the approach of using Zoning incentives offers useful 
precedent.  

Vancouver applied a similar approach to First Shaughnessy for all RS zoned buildings built prior 
to 1940. These “Character House” retention incentives are directly applicable to Queen’s Park, 
although they do not use heritage protection.  

Vancouver operates under Charter legislation, not the Local Government Act. Therefore , it has 
greater powers than other municipalities. Vancouver is the most ambitious municipality in BC 
in terms of providing Zoning incentives for building retention.  

FIRST SHAUGHNESSY HERITAGE CONSERVATION AREA (FSHCA) 
The First Shaughnessy district is arguably the most prestigious residential heritage district in 
the province. Vancouver City has made efforts to conserve the heritage character of the area 
for many decades. More recently, when those efforts seemed to be inadequate and with strong 
community interest in conservation, the City created a Heritage Conservation Area in 2015.  

The FSHCA uses the full authority of Provincial legislation to effect building protection and 
design control. The FSHCA is layered onto other regulations, including the First Shaughnessy 
Official Development Plan (ODP) and First Shaughnessy District Schedule.  
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FSHCA Heritage Protection: There are 317 protected land parcels listed in an HCA Bylaw 
Schedule. This Schedule includes all buildings built prior to 1940, which is slightly more than 
half of the 600 parcels. In comparison, there are 82 properties within the HCA that are 
included in the Heritage Register. A Heritage Standards of Maintenance Bylaw also applies.  

FSHCA Heritage Design Control: The HCA Design Guidelines establish requirements for 
alterations and additions to protected buildings. The Parks Canada Standards and Guidelines 
for the Conservation of Historic places in Canada apply. The compulsory FSHCA Guidelines are 
similar to the “Recommended” standards in the Queen’s Park HCA, which are optional, not 
required in Queen’s Park. Guidelines also exist for new construction on non-heritage parcels.  

FSHCA Zoning Incentives: The FSHCA neighbourhood has a special Zoning called the 
First Shaughnessy District Schedule (FSDS). This provides owners with Zoning incentives in 
conjunction the HCA. It should be noted, however, that the previous Zoning already had a 
number of these incentives in place. That FSDS Zone now allows for: 

• Additional Floor Area for heritage sites (amount varies based upon lot size) 
• Coach House (similar to a rental Laneway House) 
• Infill Dwelling Units with extra floor area on lots over 18,000 sf (stratified) 
• Multiple Conversion Dwelling on lots over 15,000 sf  

(stratified multiple units in a converted Heritage Protected building)  
• Maximum 4/5 units on very large lots of 50,000 sf +  

The development potential varies a great deal depending upon lot size.  The greatest benefits 
apply to the larger lots. For the smaller lots, a density bonus applies. The FSDS Zone both 
benefits protected heritage sites and constrains the impact of the resulting development. For 
example, the size of infill buildings cannot be more than 50% of the size of the heritage 
building. The Director of Planning is delegated authority to vary a variety of Zoning standards, 
as per the Guidelines. 

Financial Incentives: Vancouver provides approximately $125,000 annually to the 
Vancouver Heritage Foundation to assist owners of Heritage Register buildings.  The 
Foundation raises approximately $375,000 annually to reach its $500,000 budget. Buildings do 
not need to be protected to be eligible. Several types of grants are available 

• Restore it Grant:    50% of the project cost up to $7,500 
• True Colours Grant:   50% of the project cost up to $7,500 
• House Call (Conservation Plan):  50% of the project cost up to $500 
• Get on the Register Grant:  50% of the project cost up to $500 
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RS CHARACTER HOUSE ZONING INCENTIVES: 

Vancouver’s Character House Zoning Guidelines applies to RS Zoning city-wide. These are very 
applicable to Queen’s Park.  Adopted in the fall of 2017, they encourage the retention and 
upgrade of “Character Homes”. Character Homes are those built prior to 1940 which retain 
significant original features. Buildings do not have to be on a Heritage Register to qualify. 
Heritage protection is not required. This initiative represents an expansion of heritage building 
incentives to a much broader building stock, city-wide and is available on an optional basis. 

The Character House standards allow for additional rental / strata units and floor area in return 
for retaining and restoring the Character House. There are criteria to determine if a building 
qualifies as a Character House. There are also criteria to determine required building upgrades. 
The Director of Planning is delegated authority to make these determinations and vary Zoning 
standards, as per the Guidelines. 

There are nine RS Zones in Vancouver where these standards apply.  The RS-1,RS-1A/B, RS -
2, RS-4, RS-5, RS-6, RS-7 Zones are treated similarly. The RS-3 and RS-3A Zones are treated 
similarly.  The two attached diagrams from the Guidelines (Figures 7 and 8) depict the 
application of these regulations in the two groupings of RS Zones. 

In summary, the policies provide for: 

• Density increases from 0.5 FSR up to 0.75, 0.85 or 0.91 FSR, depending upon the zone 
• Multiple Conversion Dwellings (MCD’s): converting a Character House to several units 

(rental or strata)  
• infill Dwellings (rental or strata)  
• Including Secondary Suites and/or Laneway Homes, there can be a total of: 

o 3 units on a 33 ft lot;  
o 4 units on a 50 ft lot;  
o maximum 6 units in a MCD on a 69 ft +lot; 

• Basement floor area exclusions 
• Parking variances 
• Site area, siting and other relaxations 
• Heritage protection is not required. 

The Vancouver Charter allows for conditional uses/densities Zoning and the delegation of land 
use and density approvals to the Director of Planning. As a result, Vancouver’s Zoning methods 
are not necessarily directly applicable to New Westminster.  
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VICTORIA 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of Victoria has one of the most active heritage programs in B.C. There 
are approximately 1100 buildings listed in their Heritage Register. Over 400 
residential properties have been protected, most often through individual 
Heritage Designation Bylaws. They have 13 Heritage Conservation Areas. Of 
these, 5 are in single family residential areas. These 5 are relevant to compare 
with the Queen’s Park HCA. 

HCA 1: TRADITIONAL RESIDENTIAL HERITAGE CONSERVATION AREA 
The Traditional Residential HCA includes five separate areas including Battery Street, Avalon 
Huntington, Catherine Street North, St. Charles Street and Elora. The HCA’s are relatively small 
in area with Battery Street and Avalon Huntington having the most sites with approximately 
30 parcels each (see map over). 

Heritage Protection: There is no Schedule of Protected Properties and no direct prevention 
from demolition within the HCA. Properties in the Heritage Register are encouraged to be 
retained and do require HAP’s for alteration. Demolition Permits are not issued unless plans 
for the replacement building are also approved. Council retains the authority through the Local 
Government Act to prevent demolition through a Heritage Designation Bylaw process. 

Residential Heritage Design Control: The effect of the Traditional Residential HCA is to 
provide authority for Victoria to ensure that building alterations or new construction are 
sympathetic to the heritage character of the area. A Heritage Alteration Permit is required. 
There are no specific design guidelines in the HCA 1 areas. 

Heritage Zoning Incentives: None. Victoria is currently considering new incentives that 
could include secondary suites or garden suites. 

Financial Incentives: Victoria provides $205,000 annually to the Victoria Heritage 
Foundation to operate a House Grants Program. Grants range from 30-50% of the project cost 
up to a maximum of $21,000 over 10 years. The average grant in 2016 was $8,000 (34% of 
the project cost). A Tax Incentive Program also operates in Victoria but residential homes are 
not eligible. 
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Victoria HCA 1: Traditional Residential (HCA Composite Map) 
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NANAIMO 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of Nanaimo has an active heritage program. There are approximately 160 buildings 
listed in their Heritage Register. Approximately 21 of 88 residential properties have been 
protected. They have one Heritage Conservation Area which is for their Downtown/Fitzwilliam 
neighbourhood (1998). It includes 53 commercial buildings which are protected through 
inclusion in an HCA Bylaw Schedule. There is both a Façade Improvement Grant program and 
Residential Conversion Tax Exemption program. As a commercial district, it is not comparable 
to Queen’s Park. 

OLD CITY NEIGHBOURHOOD 
Nanaimo has a concentration of heritage residential properties in the Old City neighbourhood. 
While an HCA was contemplated for this area, this has not been pursued.  

Heritage Protection: There is no residential HCA protection in Nanaimo. Properties in the 
Heritage Register are encouraged to be retained. Demolition Permits are infrequently applied 
for and are generally issued where fire damage or poor building condition necessitates building 
removal. Council retains the authority through the Local Government Act to prevent demolition 
through a Heritage Designation Bylaw process. 

Residential Heritage Design Control: N/A 

Heritage Zoning Incentives: None.  

Financial Incentives: Nanaimo provides $12,000 annually to the to operate a residential 
Heritage Home Grant Program. Any building on the Heritage Register is eligible, subject to a 
covenant being placed on Title protecting the property. Grants of 50% of the project cost up 
to a maximum of $2,500 are available. Sine 2006 a total of $51,000 was distributed. 21 homes 
have benefited from this program with an average grant of $2.040. 

A larger commercial Façade Grant program exists for commercial properties only. That program 
is budgeted $20,000/year and has allocated approximately $317,000 since 2003. 
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PORT MOODY 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of Port Moody has an active heritage program. There are approximately 66 buildings 
listed in their Heritage Register. Approximately 50 residential properties have been protected, 
with 42 being protected through two HCAs. There are two Heritage Conservation Areas: Ioco 
and Moody Centre. The Ioco HCA applies to the former Imperial Oil Company town, which is 
now largely abandoned. As a large site under single ownership, it is not comparable to Queen’s 
Park. The Moody Centre HCA has a mixture of commercial, institutional and residential 
properties which is quite different, but somewhat comparable to Queen’s Park. 

MOODY CENTRE HCA 
The Moody Centre HCA is a 7 block area in the old Port Moody core around St.Johns Street 
(see map). The HCA Bylaw includes 26 heritage. Of these, 15 are residential, 9 are commercial 
and 2 are institutional.  

Heritage Protection: The HCA protects the 26 heritage buildings through a Schedule, as per 
the LGA. Many of the heritage buildings also have some other form of legal protections. Four 
protected buildings are municipally owned. Demolition of protected buildings is provided for 
only in instances where the building has been damaged beyond 75% of its value 

Residential Heritage Design Control: The Moody Centre HCA Bylaw includes Guidelines 
which are enforced through Heritage Alteration Permits. Separate Development Permit 
Guidelines also apply.  This applies to alterations to the identified Heritage Buildings and new 
construction on other sites.  

Heritage Zoning Incentives: None. 

Financial Incentives: A tax exemption program exists for heritage buildings in the Moody 
Centre HCA through Bylaw 2913.  It provides for an exemption of municipal taxes for the value 
of the improvements for up to 10 years. 
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Port Moody’s  

Moody Centre 
HCA (2011)   
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SAANICH 
 

SUMMARY 
The District of Saanich has an active heritage program. There are approximately 296 buildings 
listed in their Heritage Register. Approximately 78 residential properties have been protected, 
individually.  They do not have any Heritage Conservation Areas. 

Heritage Protection: There are no HCA area-wide protections. Properties in the Heritage 
Register are encouraged to be retained. Demolition Permits are not issued unless plans for the 
replacement building are also approved. Council retains the authority through the Local 
Government Act to prevent demolition through a Heritage Designation Bylaw process. 

Residential Heritage Design Control: N/A 

Heritage Zoning Incentives: None.  

Financial Incentives: Saanich provides funding annually to the Saanich Heritage 
Foundation (1984) to operate a House Grants Program. Buildings must be protected by a 
Heritage Designation Bylaw (or other protection) to be eligible. Grants of 35% of the project 
cost up to a maximum of $10,000/yr are available. The maximum available for any one home 
over 10 years is $20,000. A total of 43 protected heritage buildings have received grants. In 
2008, Saanich provided $47,000 to the Heritage Foundation in 2017 which supported $35,000 
in grants and $12,000 in SHF  administration of this program with a part-time secretary position 
that works from the District Hall. 
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NORTH VAN CITY 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of North Vancouver has an active heritage program. There are approximately 265 
buildings listed in their Heritage Register. Approximately 37 properties have been protected, 
through a combination of individual Heritage Designations Bylaws, covenants and Heritage 
Revitalization Agreements. There is one Heritage Conservation Area which is for their Ottawa 
Gardens residential neighbourhood.  

OTTAWA GARDENS HCVA 
The Ottawa Gardens HCA is a 2 block residential area dating from 1906. It includes 18 heritage 
register properties. It is Zoned duplex at 0.5 FSR and has OCP Attached Housing development 
potential at 0.75 FSR.  

Heritage Protection: There is no residential HCA protection. Properties in the Heritage 
Register are encouraged to be retained. Demolition Permits are not issued unless plans for the 
replacement building are also approved. Council retains the authority through the Local 
Government Act to prevent demolition through a Heritage Designation Bylaw process. 

Residential Heritage Design Control:  The Ottawa Gardens HCA includes Guidelines which 
are enforced through Heritage Alteration Permits. Guidelines exist for alterations to the 
Heritage Register properties and new construction on non-heritage sites.  

Heritage Zoning Incentives: No special incentives for the HCA. Basements are excluded 
for all buildings built before 1960. B&B’s in Heritage register homes are allowed to operate 3 
vs. 2 bedrooms. The City has instructed staff to consider zoning incentives for all heritage 
buildings. 

Financial Incentives: None. The City has instructed staff to consider financial incentives. 
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Ottawa Gardens Heritage Conservation Area 
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ABBOTSFORD 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of Abbotsford has an active heritage program. There is one Heritage Conservation 
Area: Clayburn Village.  

CLAYBURN HCVA 
Clayburn Village is a small company town originally owned by the Vancouver Fireclay Company 
(Clayburn Company). Bricks were manufactured here beginning in 1905. The site had closed 
by 1940. The District of Matsqui (now Abbotsford) acquired portions of the old mill site in 1993 
which are in the process of being transformed into a park. Private portions of the Clayburn old 
town are regulated as a Heritage Conservation Area since. 

Heritage Protection: There are 19 heritage properties identified in the HCA Bylaw. (see 
map). This includes both commercial and residential properties. These buildings are considered 
protected. 

Residential Heritage Design Control:  The Clayburn HCA has relatively brief design 
controls that are enforced through a HAP process. Guidelines exist for alterations to the 
identified 19 Heritage properties and new construction on non-heritage sites.  

Heritage Zoning Incentives: No special incentives for the HCA.  

Financial Incentives: None.  
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Clayburn Heritage Conservation Area Map 
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DELTA 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of Delta has an active heritage program. There are 213 properties in a Heritage 
Inventory which dates from the late 1990’s. There are approximately 83 buildings listed in their 
Heritage Register. There are 5 protected civic properties and a limited number of protected 
private properties, primarily covenant. Sime protections are limited to 10 years. 

LADNER HCA 1 (1995) 
The Ladner HCA is a 1 block area on 47A Avenue, 48 Avenue and 48B Street (see map over). 
It includes 11 properties, which are all residential. 

Heritage Protection: There is no Schedule of Protected Properties and no heritage protection 
directly associated with the HCA. Properties in the Heritage Register are encouraged to be 
retained. Council retains the authority through the Local Government Act to prevent demolition 
through a Heritage Designation Bylaw process. 

Residential Heritage Design Control: The Ladner HCA Bylaw includes relatively brief 
Guidelines which are enforced through Heritage Alteration Permits. This applies to alterations 
to the identified Heritage Buildings and new construction on other sites.  

Heritage Zoning Incentives: None.  

LADNER HCA 2 ARTHUR DRIVE (2007) 
The Arthur Drive HCA 2 is a 5 block area along Arthur Drive. (see map over). It includes 
approximately 70 properties which are all residential. Some properties have duplex zoning. 
Sixteen homes are listed in the Heritage Inventory.   

Heritage Protection: Buildings are not protected. Owners are expected to enter into a 
covenant or Heritage Revitalization Agreement in return for zoning incentives.  

Residential Heritage Design Control: The Arthur Drive HCA includes Guidelines which are 
enforced through Heritage Alteration Permits. This applies to alterations to the identified 
Heritage Buildings and new construction on other sites.  
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Heritage Zoning Incentives: One additional unit is permitted either as an addition to the 
heritage building or as a detached coach house. None have yet been approved. 

Financial Incentives: A new Grant program began in 2018 to fund 50% of project costs 
up to $15,000 for Heritage Register properties with a 10 year Protection secured by covenant. 
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SURREY 
 

SUMMARY 
The City of Surrey has an active heritage program. There are approximately 200 buildings 
listed in their Heritage Register. While HCA’s have been considered for several parts of the 
City, none have been implemented and none are currently being pursued.  

Heritage Protection: In the absence of an HCA, Surrey deals with heritage protection on an 
individual basis. Approximately 67 properties have been protected with 27 of those being 
municipal and 40 private properties. HRA’s, designation bylaws and covenants have been used 
to achieve protection. 

Heritage Zoning Incentives: No general  incentives.  

Financial Incentives: Surrey offers two types of financial benefits: 

 Municipal Property Tax Exemption: Protected heritage properties can apply 
annually for a 100% exemption from municipal taxes. This is undertaken pursuant to 
Section 225 of the Community Charter. This exemption applies to original portions of 
buildings and unaltered lands. Additions to buildings and alterations to lands (e.g. 
outdoor pools) are excluded from this exemption.  Buildings must demonstrate 
compliance with the new Surrey Heritage Property Standards of Maintenance Bylaw. 

There are currently 15 properties utilizing this property tax exemption. The estimated 
cost to the City in 2018 is approximately $60,000. 

House Grant Program: Protected properties can apply for a $5,000 annual grant for 
upgrades/restoration. This can be grouped for up to three years for a total maximum 
initial grant of $15,000. This program is utilized very little with only one grant issued in 
each of the last few years.  
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This report represents the opinions of the consultants and is presented 

for purposes of generating ideas and discussion on benefits for 
protected heritage properties in the Queen’s Park Heritage 

Conservation Area. It does not necessarily reflect the policies or 
opinions of the City of New Westminster or its staff. 

For more information on the City of New Westminster Heritage 

Program or Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, contact the New 
Westminster Development Services, Planning Division at: 

604-527-4532   www.newwestcity.ca/heritage/qphca 


